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ABSTRACT
Patch representation plays a pivotal role in automating numerous
software engineering tasks, such as classifying patch correctness
or generating natural language summaries of code changes. Re-
cent studies have leveraged deep learning to derive effective patch
representation, primarily focusing on capturing changes in token
sequences or Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs). However, these current
state-of-the-art representations do not explicitly calculate the in-
tention semantic induced by the change on the AST, nor do they
optimally explore the surrounding contextual information of the
modified lines. To address this, we propose a new patch representa-
tion methodology, Patcherizer, which we refer to as our tool. This
innovative approach explores the intention features of the context
and structure, combining the context around the code change along
with two novel representations. These new representations capture
the sequence intention inside the code changes in the patch and the
graph intention inside the structural changes of AST graphs before
and after the patch. This comprehensive representation allows us to
better capture the intentions underlying a patch. Patcherizer builds
on graph convolutional neural networks for the structural input
representation of the intention graph and on transformers for the
intention sequence representation. We assess the generalizability
of Patcherizer’s learned embeddings on three tasks: (1) Generat-
ing patch description in NL, (2) Predicting patch correctness in
program repair, and (3) Patch intention detection. Experimental
results show that the learned patch representation is effective for all
three tasks and achieves superior performance to SOTA approaches.
For instance, on the popular task of patch description generation
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(a.k.a. commit message generation), Patcherizer achieves an aver-
age improvement of 19.39%, 8.71%, and 34.03% in terms of BLEU,
ROUGE-L, and METEOR metrics, respectively.

1 INTRODUCTION
A software patch represents the source code differences between
two software versions. It has a dual role: on the one hand, it serves
as a formal summary of the code changes that a developer intends
to make on a code base; on the other hand, it is used as the main
input specification for automating software evolution. Patches are
thus a key artifact that is pervasive across the software develop-
ment life cycle. In recent years, building on empirical findings on
the repetitiveness of code changes [6], several approaches have
built machine learning models based on patch datasets to automate
various software engineering tasks such as patch description gener-
ation [8, 12, 31, 38, 41, 42, 44, 74], code completion [10, 39, 40, 49, 59],
patch correctness assessment [65], and just-in-time defect predic-
tion [27, 32].

Early work manually crafted a set of hand-picked features to
represent a patch [32, 33]. Recently, the successful application of
deep learning to learn powerful representations of text, signal, and
images [14, 36, 47, 50, 52, 60, 71] led to adopting similar techniques
in software engineering where researchers develop deepMLmodels
to represent code and code changes [18, 28, 30, 43, 46, 49, 65, 75].
Initially, these approaches treated code [17, 18, 24, 24, 73] and other
code-like artifacts, such as patches [15, 42, 46, 74], as a sequence of
tokens and thus employ natural language processing methods to
extract code in text format. But because source code is not just text,
researchers noticed the importance of code structure and began to
use the code structure – e.g. through Abstract Syntax Trees (ASTs)
– to capture the underlying structural information in source code [3,
4, 24, 76]. However, the differences in code token sequences (usually
represented by + and - lines in the textual diff format) are not be
sufficient to represent the full semantics of the code change as the +
and- symbols do not have an inherentmeaning that a DLmodel can
learn. Therefore, recent work such as commit2vec [9], C3 [7], and
CC2Vec [28] attempted to represent code changes more structurally
by leveraging ASTs as well. To get the best of both worlds, more
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recent work tried to combine token information with structure
information to obtain a better patch representation [15]. Finally,
several such approaches of patch representation learning have been
evaluated on specific tasks, e.g., BATS [62] for patch correctness
assessment and FIRA [15] for patch description generation.

On the one hand, token-based approaches for patch represen-
tation [28, 46, 74] lack the rich structural information of source
code and intention features inside the sequence is still unexplored.
On the other hand, graph-based representation of patches [37, 42]
lacks the context which is better represented by the sequence of
tokens [28, 46, 74] of the patch itself and also the surrounding un-
changed code and intention features inside graph changes is also
still unexplored. In conclusion, approaches that try to combine
context and AST information to represent patches (e.g., FIRA [15])
do not use the intention features of either sequence or graph from
the patch but rather rely on representing the code before and after
the change while adding some ad-hoc annotations to highlight the
changes for the model.

This paper. We propose a novel patch representation that tack-
les the aforementioned problems and provides an extensive evalua-
tion of our approach on three practical andwidely used downstream
software engineering tasks. Our approach, Patcherizer, learns to
represent patches through a combination of (1) the context around
the code change, (2) a novel SeqIntention representation of the
sequential patch, and (3) a novel representation of the GraphInten-
tion from the patch. Our approach enables us to leverage powerful
DL models for the sequence intention such as Transformers and
similarly powerful graph-based models such as GCN for the graph
intention. Additionally, our model is pre-trained and hence task
agnostic where it can be fine-tuned for many downstream tasks.
We provide an extensive evaluation of our model on three popular
patch representation tasks: (1) Generating patch description in NL,
(2) Predicting patch correctness in program repair, and (3) Patch
intention detection.

Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

▶ A novel representation learning approach for patches: we combine
the context surrounding the patch with a novel sequence inten-
tion encoder and a new graph intention encoder to represent
the intention of code changes in the patch while enabling the
underlying neural models to focus on the code change by rep-
resenting it explicitly. To that end, we developed: ❶an adapted
Transformer architecture for code sequence intention to capture
sequence intention in patches taking into account not only the
changed lines (added and removed) but also the full context (i.e.,
the code chunk before the patch application); ❷ an embedding
approach for graph intention to compute embeddings of graph
intention capturing the semantics of code changes.

▶ A dataset of parsable patches: given that existing datasets only
provide patches with incomplete details for readily collecting
the code before and after the patch, extracting AST diffs was
challenging. We therefore developed tool support to enable such
collection and produced a dataset of 90k patches, which can be
parsed using the Java compiler.

▶ Extensive evaluation: we evaluate our approach by assessing its
performance on several downstream tasks. For each task, we
show how Patcherizer outperforms carefully-selected baselines.

We further show that Patcherizer outperforms the state of the
art in patch representation learning.

2 PATCHERIZER
Figure 1 presents the overview of Patcherizer. Patches are first
preprocessed to split the available information about added (+)
and removed (-) lines, identifying the code context (i.e., the code
chunk before applying the patch) and computing the ASTs of the
code before and after applying the patches (cf. Section 2.1). Then,
Patcherizer deploys two encoders, which capture sequence inten-
tion semantics (cf. Section 2.2) and graph intention semantics (cf.
Section 2.3). Those encoded information are aggregated (cf. Sec-
tion 2.4) to produce patch embeddings that can be applied to various
downstream tasks. In the rest of this section, we will detail the dif-
ferent components of Patcherizer before discussing the pre-training
phase (cf. Section 2.5).

2.1 Patch Preprocessing
The preprocessing aims to focus on three main information within
a patch for learning its representation. The code before applying the
patch (which provides contextual information of the code change),
plus and minus lines (which provide information about the code
change operations), and the difference between AST graphs before
and after patch (which provides information about graph intention
in the code). Through the following steps we collect the neces-
sary multi-modal inputs (code text, sequence intention, and graph
intention) for the learning:
(1) Collect+/- lines in the patch.We scan each patch line. Those

starting with a + are added to a pluslist, while those starting
with a - are added to a minuslist. Both lists record the line
numbers in the patch.

(2) Reconstruct before/after code. Besides +/- lines, a patch in-
cludes unchanged code that are part of the context. We consider
that the full context is the code before applying the patch (i.e.,
unchanged & minuslist lines). We also construct the code after
applying the patch (i.e., unchanged & pluslist lines). The recon-
struction leverages the recorded line numbers for inserting each
added/removed line to the proper place and ensure accuracy.

(3) Generate code ASTs before and after patch.We apply the
Javalang [61] tool to generate the ASTs for the reconstructed
code chunks before and after applying the patch.

(4) Construct vocabulary. Based on the code changes of the
patches in the training data, we build a vocabulary using the
Byte-Pair-Encoding (BPE) algorithm.
At the end of this preprocessing phase, for each given patch, we

have a set of inputs:〈
𝑐𝑐𝑝 , 𝑐𝑐𝑚, 𝑐𝑏𝑝, 𝑐𝑎𝑝,𝐺𝑐𝑏𝑝 ,𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑝

〉
, where 𝑐𝑐𝑝 is the sequence of added

(+) lines of code, 𝑐𝑐𝑚 is the sequence of removed (-) lines of code,
𝑐𝑏𝑝 is the code chunk before the patch is applied, 𝑐𝑎𝑝 is the code
chunk after the patch is applied, 𝐺𝑐𝑏𝑝 is the AST graph of 𝑐𝑏𝑝 and
𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑝 is the graph of 𝑐𝑎𝑝 .

2.2 Sequence Intention Encoder
A first objective of Patcherizer is to build an encoder that is capable
of capturing the semantics of the sequence intention in a patch.
While prior work focuses on +/- lines, we postulate that code
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Figure 1: Overview of Patcherizer.
context is a relevant additional input for better encoding such dif-
ferences. Figure 2 depicts the architecture of the Sequence intention
encoder. We leverage the relevant subset of the preprocessed inputs
(cf. Section 2.1) to pass to a Transformer embedding layer and fur-
ther develop a specialized layer, named the SeqIntention embedding
layer, which captures the intention features from the sequence.
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2.2.1 Input Layer. The input, for each patch, consists of the triplet〈
𝑐𝑐𝑚, 𝑐𝑐𝑝 , 𝑐𝑏𝑝

〉
, where 𝑐𝑐𝑚 is the set of removed (-) lines, 𝑐𝑐𝑝 the

set of added (+) lines and 𝑐𝑏𝑝 is the code before patching, which
represents the context.

2.2.2 Transformer Embedding Layer. To embed the sequence of
code changes, we use a Transformer as the initial embedder. Indeed,
Transformers have been designed to capture semantics in long
texts and have been demonstrated to be effective for inference
tasks [14, 72].

We note that 𝑐𝑐𝑚 ∈ cbp. Assuming that 𝑐𝑐𝑝 = {𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑝,1, . . . , 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑝,𝑗 },
𝑐𝑐𝑚 = {𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑚,1, . . . , 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑚,𝑘 }, cbp = {𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑏𝑝,1, . . . , 𝑡𝑜𝑘𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑏𝑝,𝑙 },
where j, k, l represent the maximum length of 𝑐𝑐𝑝 , 𝑐𝑐𝑚 , and 𝑐𝑏𝑝

respectively, we use the initial embedding layer the Pytorch imple-
mentation of a Transformer to produce first vector representations
for each input information as:

𝐸𝑋 = 𝑇𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑠 𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑒𝑟 (𝐼𝑛𝑖𝑡 (𝑋 ;Θ1);Θ2) (1)

where 𝑋 represents an input (either 𝑐𝑐𝑚 , 𝑐𝑐𝑝 or 𝑐𝑏𝑝); Init is the
initial embedding function; Transformer is the model based on a
transformer architecture; Θ1 and Θ2 are the parameters of Init(·)
and Transformer(·), respectively.

The Transformer embedding layer outputs𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 = [𝑒𝑝,1, 𝑒𝑝,2, . . . , 𝑒𝑝,𝑗 ] ∈
R𝑗×𝑑𝑒 ,
𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑚 = [𝑒𝑚,1, 𝑒𝑚,2, . . . , 𝑒𝑚,𝑘 ] ∈ R𝑘×𝑑𝑒 ,𝐸𝑐𝑏𝑝 = [𝑒𝑐𝑏𝑝,1, 𝑒𝑐𝑏𝑝,2, . . . , 𝑒𝑐𝑏𝑝,𝑙 ]
∈ R𝑙×𝑑𝑒 , where 𝑑𝑒 is the size of the embedding vector.

2.2.3 SeqIntention Embedding Layer. Once the Transformer em-
bedding layer has produced the initial embeddings for the inputs
𝑐𝑐𝑝 , 𝑐𝑐𝑚 and 𝑐𝑏𝑝 , our approach seeks to capture how they relate
to each other. Prior works [14, 15, 57, 74] have proven that self-
attention is effective in capturing relationships among embeddings.
We thus propose to capture relationships between the added and
removed sequences, with the objective of capturing the intention of
the code change through the change operations. We also propose to
pay attention to context information when capturing the semantics
of the sequence intention.

Operation-wise. To obtain the intention ofmodifications in patches,
we apply a cross-attention mechanism between 𝑐𝑐𝑝 and 𝑐𝑐𝑚 . To
that end, we design a resnet architecture where the model per-
forms residual learning of the importance of inputs (i.e., 𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 and
its evolved v𝑝 , which will be introduced below).

To enhance 𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 into 𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑚 , we apply a cross-attention mech-
anism. For the i-th token in 𝑐𝑐𝑚 , we compute the matrix-vector
product, 𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 𝑒𝑚,𝑖 , where 𝑒𝑚,𝑖 ∈ R𝑑𝑒 is a vector parameter for i-th
token i in 𝑐𝑐𝑚 . We then pass the resulting vector through a softmax
operator, obtaining a distribution over locations in the 𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 ,

𝛼i = 𝑆𝑜 𝑓 𝑡𝑀𝑎𝑥 (𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 𝑒𝑚,𝑖 ) ∈ R𝑘 , (2)

where SoftMax(x) = 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑥 )
Σ 𝑗𝑒𝑥𝑝 (𝑥 𝑗 ) . exp(x) is the element-wise exponen-

tiation of the vector x. k is the length of 𝑐𝑐𝑚 , The attention 𝛼 is
then used to compute vectors for each token in 𝑐𝑐𝑚 ,

vi = Σ
𝑗

𝑛=1𝛼i,nℎ𝑛 . (3)

where ℎ𝑛 ∈ 𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 , j is the length of 𝑐𝑐𝑝 . In addition, vi is the new
embedding of i-th token in 𝑐𝑐𝑚 enhanced by semantic of 𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 .

Then, we get new 𝑐𝑐𝑚 embedding 𝑣𝑚 = [v1, . . . , v𝑘 ] ∈ R𝑘×𝑑𝑒 .
Similarly, following steps above, we can obtain new embedding

of 𝑐𝑐𝑝 , 𝑣𝑝 ∈ R𝑗×𝑑𝑒 , enhanced by the semantic of 𝑐𝑐𝑚 .
For the combination of 𝑣𝑝 , 𝑣𝑚 , 𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 , 𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑚 , inspired by [25, 58],

we design a cross-resnet for combining 𝑣𝑝 , 𝑣𝑚 , 𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑝 , and 𝑣𝑐𝑐𝑚 . The
pipeline of cross-resnet is shown in Figure 3. The process is as
follows:

𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑝 = 𝑓 (ℎ(𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 ) +Add(𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 , 𝑣𝑝 ))
𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑚 = 𝑓 (ℎ(𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑚 ) +Add(𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑚 , 𝑣𝑚)) (4)

where h(·) is a normalization function in [14];Add(·) is the adding
function, f(·) represents RELU [23] activation function.

Finally, we obtain output 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑚 and 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑝 .

Skip 
connection

Skip 
connection

Input

Figure 3: cross-resnet architecture.
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Context-Wise. Similar to operation-wise block, we enhance the
contextual information into modified lines by cross-attention and
cross-resnet blocks. The computation process is as follows:

𝑂𝑐𝑡2𝑐𝑐𝑝 = 𝑓 (ℎ(𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 ) +Add(𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑝 , 𝐸𝑐𝑏𝑝 ))
𝑂𝑐𝑡2𝑐𝑐𝑚 = 𝑓 (ℎ(𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑚 ) +Add(𝐸𝑐𝑐𝑚 , 𝐸𝑐𝑏𝑝 ))

(5)

where 𝐸𝑐𝑏𝑝 is the embedding of cbp calculated by Equation 1;
𝑂𝑐𝑡2𝑐𝑐𝑝 represents the vector of context-enhanced plus embedding
and 𝑂𝑐𝑡2𝑐𝑐𝑚 is the vector of context-enhanced minus embedding.

2.3 Graph Intention Encoder
Concurrently to encoding sequence information from code changes,
we propose to also capture the graph intention features of the struc-
tural changes in the code when the patch is applied. To that end,
we rely on a Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) architecture,
which is widely used to capture dynamics in social networks, and
is effective for typical graph-related tasks such as classification or
knowledge injection [35, 77, 78]. Once the GCN encodes the graph
nodes, the produced embeddings can be used to assess their relation-
ship via computing their cosine similarity scores [45]. Concretely,
in Patcherizer, we use a GCN-based model to capture the graph
intention features. The embedder model was trained by inputting
a static graph, a graph resulting from the merge of all sub-graphs
from the training set. Overall, we implement this encoding phase
in two steps: building the static graph, performing graph learning
and encoding the graph intention (cf. Figure 4).

2.3.1 Graph Building. To start, we consider the 𝐺𝑐𝑏𝑝 and 𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑝

trees, which represent in graph forms.
❶ Static Graph building: Each patch in the dataset can be associ-
ated to two graphs: 𝐺𝑐𝑏𝑝 and 𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑝 , which are obtained by parsing
the 𝑐𝑏𝑝 and 𝑐𝑎𝑝 code snippets. After collecting all graphs (which
are unidirectional graphs) for the whole training set, we merge
them into a “big" graph by iteratively linking the common nodes.
In this big graph, each distinct code snippet AST-inferred graph
is placed as a distinct sub-graph. Then, we will merge the graphs
shown in Figure 5 which illustrates the merging progress of two
graphs: if a node N has the same value, position, and neighbors
in both ASTs, it will be merged into one (e.g., red nodes 1 and 2).
However, when a common node has different neighbors between
the ASTs (e.g., red nodes 3 and 4), the merge keeps one instance
of the common node but includes all neighbors connected to the
merged red nodes (i.e., all green and grey nodes are now connected
to red nodes 3 and 4, respectively). After iterating over all graphs,
we eventually build the static graph.

However, on the one hand, some nodes in most subgraphs such
as ‘prefix_operators’, ‘returnStatement’, and ‘StatementExpression’
are not related to the semantics of the patch. On the other hand,
as data statistics in our study, 97.2% nodes in the initial graphs
(ASTs) extracted from code are from parser tools instead of patches,
which means these nodes are rarely related with the semantic of
the patch. Thus, as shown in step 1 in Figure 4, we remove nodes
whose children do not contain words in the patch to reduce the size
of the graph because these nodes will be considered noise in our
research.

In the remainder of this paper, we refer to the final graph as the
static graph G=(V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set
of edges.
❷ Graph Alignment to the Static Graph: GCN requires that the
input graphs are all of the same size [35]. Yet, the graphs built using
the graphs of 𝑐𝑏𝑝 and 𝑐𝑎𝑝 do not have as many nodes and edges as
the static graph used for training the GCN network. Consequently,
we propose to use the static graph to initialize all graphs. Given the
global static graph G𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 = (V𝑔, E𝑔) and an AST graph G𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 =

(V𝑙 , E𝑙 ), we leverage the VF graph matching algorithm [11] to find
the most similar sub-graph with G𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 in G𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 :

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ = 𝑉𝐹𝐺 (G𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 ,G𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 ) . (6)

where 𝑉𝐹𝐺 (·) is the function representing the VF matching al-
gorithm [1].The matched sub-graph is a subset of both G𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 and
G𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 : some nodes of 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎwill be inG𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 but not inG𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 .
We then align G𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙 to the same size of G𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 as follows: we use
the [PAD] element to pad the node of subGraph to the same size
of G𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 and then we obtain G𝑙𝑃𝐴𝐷

. Therefore, G𝑙𝑃𝐴𝐷
keeps the

same size and structure of the static graph G𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 . Eventually, all
graphs are aligned to the same size ofG𝑔𝑙𝑜𝑏𝑎𝑙 and the approach can
meet the requirements for GCN computation for graph learning.

2.3.2 Graph Learning. Inspired by [77], we build a deep graph con-
volutional network based on the undirected graph formed following
the above construction steps to further encode the contextual de-
pendencies in the graph. Specifically, for a given undirected graph
G𝑙𝑃𝐴𝐷

= (V𝑙𝑃𝐴𝐷
, E𝑙𝑃𝐴𝐷

), let P be the renormalized graph laplacian
matrix [35] of G𝑙𝑃𝐴𝐷

:

P = D̂−1/2ÂD̂−1/2

= (D +L)−1/2 (A +L) (D +L)−1/2
(7)

where A denotes the adjacency matrix, D denotes the diagonal
degree matix of the graphG𝑙𝑃𝐴𝐷

, andL denotes the identity matrix.
The iteration of GCN through its different layers is formulated as:

H(𝑙+1) = 𝜎 (((1−𝛼)PH(𝑙 ) +𝛼H(0) ) ((1−𝛽 (𝑙 ) )L+𝛽 (𝑙 )W (𝑙 ) )) (8)

where𝛼 and 𝛽 (𝑙 ) are two hyper parameters,𝜎 denotes the activation
function and W (l) is a learnable weight matrix. Following GCN
learning, we use the average embedding of the graph to represent
the semantic of structural information in code snippet:

𝑤𝐺 =
1
𝐿
Σ𝐿𝑖=1 (Hi). (9)

Thus, at the end of the graph embedding, we obtain representa-
tions for 𝐺𝑐𝑏𝑝 and 𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑝 , i.e.,𝑤𝐺𝑐𝑏𝑝

and𝑤𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑝
∈ R1×𝑑𝑒 .

2.3.3 Graph Intention Encoding. Once we have computed the em-
beddings of the code snippets before and after patching, (i.e., the
embeddings of 𝑐𝑏𝑝 and 𝑐𝑎𝑝), we must get the representation of
their differences to encode the intention inside the graph changes.
To that end, similarly to the previous cross-resnet for sequence
intention, we design a graph-cross-resnet operator which en-
sembles the semantic of𝑤𝐺𝑐𝑏𝑝

and𝑤𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑝
. Figure 6 illustrates this

crossing. In this graph-cross-resnet, the model can choose and high-
light a path automatically by the backpropagation mechanism. The
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GraphIntention is therefore calculated as follows:

𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ1 = 𝑤𝐺𝑐𝑏𝑝

𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ2 = Add(𝑤𝐺𝑐𝑏𝑝
,𝑤𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑝

)
𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ3 = 𝑤𝐺𝑐𝑎𝑝

𝑂𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = FC(𝑓 (Add(𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ1, 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ2, 𝑝𝑎𝑡ℎ3)),Θ3)

(10)

where FC is a fully-connected layer and Θ3 is the parameter of
FC.

At the end, the graph-cross-resnet component outputs the sought
graph intention embedding: GraphIntention.

2.4 Aggregating Multimodal Input Embeddings
With the sequence intention encoder and the graph intention en-
coder, we can produce for each patch several embeddings of dif-
ferent input modalities (code sequences and graphs) that must be
aggregated into a single representation.

Concretely, we use the Add aggregation function to merge
the SeqIntention embeddings (combination of 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑝 , 𝑂𝑐𝑐𝑚 , 𝑂𝑐𝑡2𝑐𝑐𝑝
and 𝑂𝑐𝑡2𝑐𝑐𝑚 - cf. Equations 4 and 5) and GraphIntention embed-
ding 𝑂𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 before outputing the final representation
𝐸𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑟 . Actually, we use 𝐸𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑟 as the representation
of patch out of the model.

2.5 Pre-training
Patcherizer is an approach that is agnostic of the downstream tasks.
We propose to build a pre-trained model with the collected dataset
of patches. The objective is to make the model learn contextual
semantics of code, which can help improve the efficiency of repre-
senting patches.

The pre-training task is masked token prediction. Indeed, a pop-
ular bidirectional objective function is driven by the masked lan-
guage model (MLM; [14]), which aims to predict masked word
based on its surrounding context, i.e., compute the probability
𝑃 (𝑥𝑖 |𝑥1, . . . , 𝑥𝑖−1, 𝑥𝑖+1, . . . , 𝑥𝑛).

Inspired by previous prior works in model pre-training [14, 17,
18, 79], we only employ predicting [MASK]s as our pre-training
strategy.We randomlymask somewords in the source code. The tar-
get is then to use the contextual information to predict the masked
word as accurately as possible.

We take the pre-training as a translation task and employ the
popular encoder-decoder architecture as our pipeline. We use our
Patcherizer architecture as our encoder and the BERT Transformer
model [14] as the decoder, where they share the same parameters.
Apart from that, encoder and decoder share vocab. Finally, we start
the decoding process with an initial <s> token to generate the code
sequence word by word:

𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑥 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥 (𝑝 (𝑦𝑡 |𝑦𝑡−1, · · · , 𝑦1, 𝐸𝑃𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑟 )) (11)

where 𝑦𝑖 (𝑖 = 1, · · · , 𝑡) is a one-dimension distribution where the
distribution size equals the length of vocab. The index is the number
of the element which is the max one in 𝑦𝑖 . Then we can return the
corresponding word with the same index in vocab. Furthermore,
we employ the Cross-Entropy [54] as the loss function and apply
Adam algorithm [34] as the optimizer.

2.6 Fine-tuning for Different Tasks
Patcherizer works as an embedder for patches. It is pre-trained by
unsupervised learning contextual semantics with collected datasets
of patches. Thus, given a patch, Patcherizer is able to generate its
task-agnostic embedding.

We can now use the generated embeddings for various down-
stream tasks. We now describe how patch representations produced
by Patcherizer are adopted to address the three popular patch-
related downstream tasks that we investigate in this work: patch
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description generation [15, 28, 46, 74], patch correctness assessment
[65], Just In Time (JIT) defect prediction [27, 28].

2.6.1 Patch Description Generation. This task aims to generate a
natural-language description for a given patch. The patch descrip-
tion generation task is highly similar to the pre-training task (cf.
2.5). The training dataset of this task is bimodal. It includes patches
associated to descriptions. We input the patch and fine-tune the
model to generate pseudo descriptions that are as much as possible
similar to the ground-truth descriptions. The fine-tuning process
Patcherizer is therefore formulated as for pre-training masked word
prediction of Equation 11.

2.6.2 Patch Correctness Assessment. This task is relevant in the
program repair community where generated patches must be pre-
dicted as correct or not for a given bug. It is a binary classification
task. Given the patch embedding produced by Patcherizer and a bug
report embedding produced by BERT [14], we concatenate them
and apply a fully-connected layer to classify it as correct or not:

𝑦𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑚𝑜𝑖𝑑 (𝐸𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖 ⊕ 𝐸𝑏𝑢𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖 ) (12)

where 𝐸𝑝𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ𝑖 is the Patcherizer’s embedding of patch 𝑖 ,
𝐸𝑏𝑢𝑔𝑅𝑒𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑡𝑖 is the embedding of the associated bug report, and
⊕ is the concatenation operator.

To optimize our model for the task of patch correctness assess-
ment, we opt for a categorical cross-entropy loss function as follows:

L𝑎 = −
𝑛
Σ
𝑖=1

(𝑦𝑖 × (ln(𝑦𝑖 )) + (1 − 𝑦𝑖 ) × ln(1 − 𝑦𝑖 )) (13)

where L𝑎 is loss value, n is the size of the dataset, 𝑦𝑖 is the ground-
truth label, 𝑦𝑖 is the predicted label.

3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We provide the implementation details (cf. Sec. 3.1), discuss the re-
search questions (cf. Sec. 3.2), and present the baselines (cf. Sec. 3.3),
the datasets (cf. Sec. 3.4), and the metrics (cf. Sec. 3.5).

3.1 Implementation
In the pre-training phase used for the Sequence Intention Embed-
ding step, we apply a beam search [67] for the best performance
in predicting the masked words. The beam size was set to 3. The
dimension of the hidden layer output in models is set to 512, and the
default value of dropout rate is set to 0.1. For the Transformer, we
apply 6 heads for the multi-header attention module and 4 layers
for the attention.

For the Graph Intention Embedding step, we use javalang [61]
to parse code fragments and collect ASTs. We build on graph ma-
nipulation packages (i.e., networkx [1], and dgl [70]) to represent
these ASTs into graphs.

Patcherizer’s training involves the Adam optimizer [34] with
learning rate 0.001. All model parameters are initialized using
Xavier algorithm [22]. All experiments are performed on a server
with Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2698 v4 @ 2.20GHz, 256GB physical
memory, and one NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU with 32GB memory.

3.2 Research questions
RQ-1: How effective is Patcherizer in learning patch representations?
RQ-2:What is the impact of the key design choices on the performance

of Patcherizer?
RQ-3: To what extent is Patcherizer effective on independent datasets?

3.3 Baselines
We consider several SOTA models as baselines. We targeted ap-
proaches that were specifically designed for patch representation
learning (e.g., CC2Vec) as well as generic techniques (e.g., NMT)
that were already applied to patch-related downstream tasks. We
finally consider recent SOTA for patch-representation approaches
(e.g., FIRA) for specific downstream tasks.

• NMT technique has been leveraged by Jiang et al. [31] for trans-
lating code commits into commit messages.

• NNGen [44] is an IR-based commit message prediction tech-
nique.

• CoDiSum [74] is an encoder-decoder based model with multi-
layer bidirectional GRU and copying mechanism [55].

• CC2Vec [28] learns a representation of code changes guided by
commit messages. It is the incubent state of the art that we aim
to outperform on all tasks.

• CoRec [68] is a retrieval-based context-aware encoder-decoder
model for commit message generation.

• Coregen [46] is a pure Transformer-based approach for rep-
resentation learning targeting commit message generation.

• FIRA [15] is a graph-based code change representation learning
approach for commit message generation.

• BERT [14] is a state of the art unsupervised learning based
Transformer model widely used for text processing.

• ATOM [42] is a commit message generation techniques, which
builds on abstract syntax tree and hybrid ranking.

• CCRep [43] is an innovative approach that uses pre-trained
models to encode code changes into feature vectors, enhancing
performance in tasks like commit message generation, etc.

3.4 Datasets
Patch description generation:We build on prior benchmarks [15,
16, 28, 44] by focusing on Java samples and reconstructing snippets
to make them parsable for AST collection. Eventually, our dataset
includes 90,661 patches and their associated descriptions.
Patch correctness assessment:We leverage the largest dataset in
the literature to date, which includes deduplicated 11,352 patches
(9,092 Incorrect and 2,260 Correct) released by Tian et al. [65].

3.5 Metrics
ROUGE [53] is one set of metrics for comparing automatic gener-
ated text against the reference (human-produced) ones. We focus
on ROUGE-L which computes the Longest Common Subsequence.
BLEU [48] is a classical metric to evaluate the quality of machine
translations. It measures how many word sequences from the refer-
ence text occur in the generated text and uses a (slightly modified)
n-gram precision to generate a score.
METEOR [5] is an F-Score-Oriented metric for measuring the
performance of text-generation models.
+Recall and -Recall [65] are specific metrics for patch correct-
ness assessment. +Recall (-Recall) measures to what extent correct
(incorrect) patches can be predicted (filtered out).
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 [RQ-1]: Performance of Patcherizer
[Experiment Goal]: We assess the effectiveness of the embeddings
learned by Patcherizer on three popular and widely used software
engineering tasks: (RQ-1.1) Patch description generation , (RQ-
1.2) Patch correctness assessment, and (RQ-1.3) Patch intention
detection. We compare Patcherizer against the relevant SOTA.
[Experiment Design (RQ-1.1)]:We employ the dataset from FIRA.
As Xu et al. [15] have previously assessed FIRA and other baseline
methods using this dataset, we directly reference the evaluation
results of all the baselines from Table IV of the FIRA paper. The
dataset contains 75K, 8K and 7.6K commit-message pairs in the
training, validation and test sets, respectively. We evaluate the
generated patch descriptions in the test set using the BLEU, ROUGE-
L, and METEOR metrics.

Note that we distinguish between baseline generation-based
methods and retrieval-based ones. In generation-based baselines, a
patch description is actually synthesized, while in retrieval-based
baselines, the approach selects a description text from an existing
corpus (e.g., in the training set). For fairness, we build two distinct
methods using Patcherizer’s embeddings. The first method is gen-
erative and follows the fine-tuning process described in Section 2.6.
The second method is an IR-based approach, where, following the
prior work [28], we use Patcherizer as the initial embedding tool
and implement a retrieval-based approach to identifying a relevant
description in the training set: the description associated with the
training set patch that has the highest similarity score with the test
set patch is outputted as the "retrieved" description.
[Experiment Results (RQ-1.1)]: Table 1 presents the average
scores of the different metrics with the descriptions generated by
Patcherizer and the relevant baselines. Patcherizer outperforms all
the compared techniques on all metrics, with the exception of FIRA
on the ROUGE-L metric. The superior performance of Patcherizer
on generation-based and retrieval-based methods, as illustrated by
the distribution of BLEU scores in Figure 7, further suggest that the
produced embeddings are indeed effective.
Table 1: PerformanceResults of patch description generation.

Type Approach Rouge-L (%) BLEU (%) METEOR (%)

G
en
er
at
io
n

NMT [31] 7.35 8.01 7.93
Codisum [74] 19.73 16.55 12.83
ATOM [42] 10.17 8.35 8.73
FIRA [15] 21.58 17.67 14.93
CoreGen [46] (Transformer) 18.22 14.15 12.90
CCRep [43] 23.41 19.70 15.84

Patcherizer 25.45 23.52 21.23

Re
tr
ie
va
l CC2Vec [28] 12.21 12.25 11.21

NNGen [44] 9.16 9.53 16.56
CoRec [68] 15.47 13.03 12.04

Patcherizer 17.32 15.21 17.25

“Generation" for generation-based strategy. Given fragments of codes, “Genera-
tion" methods generate messages from scratch.
“Retrieval" for retrieval-based approaches. Given fragments of codes, “Retrieval"
approaches return the most similar message from the training dataset.

NMT CoDiSum ATOM Coregen FIRA CCRep Patcherizer
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Figure 7: Comparison of the distributions of BLEU scores for
different approaches in patch description generation

--- s0.java 2022-08-20 17:00:26.000000000 +0200
+++ t0.java 2022-08-20 17:01:04.000000000 +0200
@@ -1,6 +1,6 @@

public abstract class HardwareRenderer {
public static boolean sSystemRendererDisabled = false ;

- public static boolean sUseRenderThread = true ;
+ public static boolean sUseRenderThread = false ;

private boolean mEnabled ;
private boolean mRequested = true ;

}

VariableDeclarator

Value

true

name

sUseRenderThread

s Use RenderThread

VariableDeclarator

Value

false

name

sUseRenderThread

s Use RenderThread

Change/Update/Disable...

Source Patch description

Ground truth Disable RenderThread
CC2Vec Fix test data so that it can be compiled
FIRA fix the in
CCRep update suserenderthread
Patcherizer disable renderthread

Figure 8: Illustrative example of patch description generation
In Figure 8, we provide an example result of generated descrip-

tion by Patcherizer, by the CC2Vec strong baseline (using retrieval-
based method) and by the FIRA and CCRep state-of-the-art ap-
proach (using generation-based method) for patch description gen-
eration. Patcherizer succeeds in actually generating the exact de-
scription as the ground truth commit message, after taking into
account both sequential and structural information. By observing
the graph intention and sequence intention, we can see that the
model found that the only change is that the node true has been
changed/updated/disabled to false. Finally, the sequence inten-
tion embedding would make Patcherizer recognize that the carrier
of true and false is RenderThread based on BPE splitting.

✍ Answer to RQ-1.1: ▶ Patcherizer’s embeddings are effective
for patch description generation yielding the best scores for BLEU,
ROUGE-L, and METEOR metrics.◀

[Experiment design (RQ-1.2)]: Tian et al. [63] proposed to lever-
age the representation learning (embeddings) of the patches to as-
sess patch correctness. Following up on their study, we use the patch
embeddings produced by CC2Vec, BERT, CCRep, and Patcherizer
(cf. Section 2.6) to train three classifiers to classify APR-generated
patches as correct or not and we experiment with two supervised
learning algorithms: Logistic regression (LR) and XGBoost (XGB).
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To perform a realistic evaluation, we split the patches dataset by
bug-id into 10 groups to perform a 10-fold-cross-validation exper-
iment similar to previous work [65]. In this splitting strategy, all
patches for the same bug are either placed in the training set or
the testing set to ensure that there is no data leakage between the
training and testing data. We then measure the performance of the
classifiers using +Recall, -Recall, AUC, and F1.
[Experiment Results (RQ-1.2)]: Table 2 shows the results of
this experiment. Both classifiers, LR and XGB, when trained with
Patcherizer embeddings largely outperform the classifiers that are
trained with BERT or CC2Vec embeddings, which achieved SOTA
results in literature [63].
Table 2: Performance of Patch Correctness Classification

Classifier Model AUC F1 +Recall -Recall

LR

CC2Vec 0.75 0.49 0.47 0.85
BERT 0.83 0.58 0.81 0.65
CCRep 0.86 0.67 0.74 0.83
Patcherizer 0.96 0.82 0.87 0.91

XGB

CC2Vec 0.81 0.55 0.50 0.89
BERT 0.84 0.61 0.64 0.85
CCRep 0.82 0.63 0.59 0.88
Patcherizer 0.90 0.67 0.66 0.90

✍ Answer to RQ-1.2: ▶ Patch embeddings generated by Patcher-
izer achieve SOTA results in the task of patch-correctness assessment,
largely outperforming SOTA embedding models. ◀

[Experiment Goal (RQ-1.3)]: Previous work introduces that the
patch has its intention and detecting the intention of the patch can
help the model understand the semantics of the patch (i.e., template-
based works [8, 12] and generation-based works [15, 74]). Thus,
efficiency of patch intention detection can be used to measure if
the patch representation model is good or not.
[Experiment Results (RQ-1.3)]:

We scan all words across three datasets in our work and figure
out that patches are mainly related to four types: fix, remove,
add, andupdate. However,fix is highly related to all other three
frequent words, because fix can be used to update, remove or add.
Therefore, we select add, remove, update as our main de-
tected intentions. In this section, we aim to explore how Patcherizer
performs against the representative models CC2Vec and CCRep
on distinguishing the intention of patches.

We trained the three models (i.e., Patcherizer, CC2Vec, and
CCRep) on a large dataset proposed in [15]. Then, we assess the
patch intention detection ability of these models on the CC2Vec
dataset [28]. We find that 572 patches contain add, remove, or
update keywords (i.e., 201 foradd, 341 forremove, 30 forupdate).
Then, we use the three models to embed these 572 patches and ob-
tain corresponding high-dimensional vectors.We employt-SNE [66]
to reduce the dimensionality for better visualization.

Figure 9 shows the t-SNE visualized results of CC2Vec, CCRep
and Patcherizer. The red color represents add function, the green
color represents remove function, and the blue color represents
update function. We see that Patcherizer separates add and
remove better thanCC2Vec andCCRep. Furthermore, bothCC2Vec
and CCRep fail to separate update from the other two functions.
The reason may be that update functions can be add or remove
functions. Thus, the patch semantic distribution from both CC2Vec
and CCRep is mixed with add and update.

✍ Answer to RQ-1.3: ▶ Compared with existing patch representa-
tion models, Patcherizer is more effective in detecting the intention
of patches. ◀

4.2 [RQ-2]: Ablation Study
[Experiment Goal]: We perform an ablation study to investigate
the effectiveness of each component in Patcherizer. The major
novelty of Patcherizer is the fact that it explicitly includes and pro-
cesses: ❶ SeqIntention represents intention embedding of the patch
at the sequential level, and ❷ GraphIntention represents intention
embedding of the patch at the structural level.
[Experiment Design]: We investigate the related contribution
of SeqIntention and GraphIntention by building two variants of
Patcherizer where we remove either GraphIntention (i.e., denoted as
Patcherizer 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛), or SeqIntention (i.e., denoted as
Patcherizer 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛). We also build a native model by removing
both GraphIntention and SeqIntention components (i.e., denoted as
Patcherizer 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ− for comparison. We evaluate the performance of
these variants on the task of patch description generation.
[Experiment Results (RQ-2)]: Table 3 summarizes the results of
our ablation test on the three variants of Patcherizer.
Table 3: Ablation study results based on the patch description
generation task.

Model ROUGE-L (%) BLEU (%) METEOR (%)

Patcherizer 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛− 20.10 16.50 15.40
Patcherizer 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛− 18.44 14.70 16.20
Patcherizer 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ− 15.00 13.00 12.00

Patcherizer 25.45 23.52 21.23

While the performance of Patcherizer is not the simple addition
of the performance of each variant, we note with Patcherizer 𝑏𝑜𝑡ℎ−
that the performance is quasi-insignificant, which means that, put
together, both design choices are instrumental for the superior
performance of Patcherizer.
Contribution of Graph Intention Encoding: We observe that the graph
intention embedding significantly improves the model ability to
generate correct patch descriptions for more patches which is ev-
idenced by the large improvement on the ROUGE-L score (from
20.10 to 25.45), where ROUGE-L is recall oriented.

We postulate that even when token sequences (e.g., identifier
names) are different among patches, the similarity of the intention
graph helps the model to learn that these patches have the same
intent. Nevertheless, precision in description generation (i.e., how
many words are correct) is highly dependent on the model’s ability
to generate the exact correct tokens, which is more guaranteed by
the context and sequence intention embedding.

We manually checked different samples to analyze how the vari-
ants were performing. Figure 10 presents a real-world case in our
dataset, including the patch, the ground truth, and the patch de-
scriptions generated by Patcherizer, Patcherizer 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛− ,
Patcherizer 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛− , as well as three of the strongest baselines
for this task (i.e., CC2Vec, FIRA, and CCRep). In this case, the embed-
dings of Patcherizer and Patcherizer𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛− are effective in
spotting the sub-token trident in class name TridentTopologyBuilder
thanks to BPE. In addition, Patcherizer takes advantage of both the
sequence intention and graph intention inside the patch. However,
if we only consider the graph intention, Patcherizer 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛−
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a) cc2vec c) Patcherizerb) CCRep

add
remove
update

Figure 9: Visualization of Patch intention recognition by different models.
performs the worst against Patcherizer 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛− . From the
example, we find that CC2Vec, which is retrieval-based, cannot
generate a proper message because there may not exist similar
patches in the training set. FIRA, while underperforming against
Patcherizer, still performs relatively well because it uses the edition
operation detector and sequential contextual information.

--- a/src/[...]/topology/TridentTopologyBuilder.java
+++ b/src/[...]/topology/TridentTopologyBuilder.java
public class TridentTopologyBuilder {

bd.allGrouping( masterCoordinator( batchGroup ) ,
MasterBatchCoordinator.

COMMIT_STREAM_ID);
for(Map m : c.componentConfs) {

- scd . addConfigurations ( m ) ;
+ bd . addConfigurations ( m ) ;

}
}}

Source Patch description

Ground truth set component configurations correctly for trident spouts
Patcherizer set component configurations correctly for trident spouts
Patcherizer 𝐺𝑟𝑎𝑝ℎ𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛− configure components for trident
Patcherizer 𝑆𝑒𝑞𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛− set trident components.
CC2Vec fixed flickering in the preview pane in refactoring preview
FIRA use the correct component content in onesidediffviewer
CCRep update for function

Figure 10: Case analysis of the ablation study

It is noteworthy that Patcherizer is able to generate the token
spouts. This is not due to data leakage since the ground truth commit
message was not part of the training set. However, our approach
builds on a dictionary that considers all tokens in the dataset (just
as the entire English dictionary would be considered in text gener-
ation). Hence spouts was predicted from the dictionary as the most
probable (using softmax) token to generate after trident.

✍ Answer to RQ-2: ▶ Evaluations of individual components of
Patcherizer indicate that both GraphIntention and SeqIntention
bring a significant portion of the performance. ◀

4.3 [RQ-3]: Robustness Evaluation
[Experiment Design]: We evaluate the robustness of Patcherizer
and of state-of-the-art patch representation techniques (i.e., CC2Vec
[28] and CCRep [43]) on an independent dataset for the task of
patch description generation. To that end, we pre-train Patcherizer
on the dataset used for patch description generation task 3.4, but we
use, for testing, the dataset of patches that was collected for patch
correctness assessment. The test dataset is consequently indepen-
dent as the patches come from a different set of projects. We indeed
confirm that the samples across the two datasets are substantially
different: Table 4 depicts some basic statistics, which reveal that
the average patch sizes and commit message sizes are different. A
comparison of patch examples shows that patches in the patch de-
scription generation task dataset are small (mostly few-line changes
as in Figure 10), while the patches in the independent dataset are
larger (cf. Figure 11). Conversely, the description messages are an

--- a/src/[...]/math/analysis/solvers/BaseSecantSolver.java
+++ b/src/[...]/math/analysis/solvers/BaseSecantSolver.java
@@ -183,14 +183,7 @@ public abstract class BaseSecantSolver

f0 *= f1 / (f1 + fx); break;
case REGULA_FALSI:

- if (x == x1) {
- final double delta = FastMath.max(...),
+// Nothing.

break;
...

Source Patch description

Ground truth Remove an obsolete code line
CC2Vec [28] wrap the root cause rather than just using the message
CCRep [43] add notes
Patcherizer remove obsolete code

Figure 11: Case analysis: robustness evaluation
order of magnitude shorter in the independent dataset than in the
patch description task dataset.

Table 4: Dataset statistics
patch description

generation
patch correctness

validation

Avg. size of patches (#tokens) 43.70 217.98
Avg. size of descriptions (#tokens) 6.97 –

Following the IR-based techniques to retrieve messages for given
patches, we use the generated embeddings to match highly simi-
lar test set patches with training set patches. Then, we select the
descriptions associated with the matched training patches as the
"generated" (actually retrieved) descriptions.
[Experiment Results (RQ-3)]: Table 5 summarizes the experi-
mental results of Patcherizer, CC2Vec, and CCRep baselines on the
independent dataset. Compared to CCRep, Patcherizer improves
the score from 19.65% to 21.64%, 23.67% to 31.92%, 12.77% to 15.37%
for metrics BLEU, ROUGE-L and METEOR, respectively.

Table 5: Results on independent dataset (%)
Model ROUGE-L BLEU METEOR

CC2Vec [28] 17.34 9.20 5.14
CCRep [43] 23.67 19.65 12.77
Patcherizer 31.92 21.64 15.37

Figure 11 illustrates a case where Patcherizer performs better
than both CC2Vec and CCRep. Patcherizer indeed manages to
match and return a correct message from the retrieval target dataset.
In contrast, CC2Vec fails to retrieve the precise patch description
and CCRep obtains inaccurate query back. Such observations fur-
ther confirm our intuition that SeqIntention and GraphIntention can
help the model capture the semantics of the patch independently
of the training task dataset.
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✍ Answer to RQ-3: ▶ Compared to CC2Vec and CCRep on the
task of patch description generation on an independent dataset,
Patcherizer shows its capability to capture the semantics of patches.
Patcherizer achieves 10.13%, 34.85% and 20.36% improvement on
CCRep for ROUGE-L, BLEU and METEOR metrics, respectively. ◀

5 DISCUSSION
5.1 Threats to Validity
Threats to internal validity refer to errors in the implementation of
compared techniques and our approach. To reduce these threats,
in each task, we directly reuse the implementation of the baselines
from their reproducible packages whenever available. Otherwise,
we re-implement the techniques strictly following their papers.
Furthermore, we also build our approach based on existing mature
tools/libraries, such as javalang [61] for parsing ASTs.

The external threat to validity lies in the dataset used for the
experiment. To mitigate this threat, we build a well-established
dataset, which is a rewritten version based on datasets from prior
works [28, 46, 65].

The construct threat involves the metrics used in evaluations. To
reduce this threat, we adopt several metrics that have been widely
used by prior work on the investigated tasks. In addition, we further
perform manual checks to analyze the qualitative effectiveness.

5.2 Limitations
First, since Patcherizer relies on SeqIntention and GraphIntention,
our approach would be less effective when patches cannot be parsed
into valid AST graph. In this case, Patcherizer would only take
contextual information and SeqIntention as sources to yield the em-
beddings. However, this limitation lies only when we cannot access
source code repositories in which patches have been committed.

Second, for the patch description generation task, we consider
two variants: generation-based and retrieval-based. Normally, we
collect datasets by following fixed rules, which leads to the training
set containing highly-similar patches with the test set. In this case,
generate-based Patcherizer could be less effective than an IR-based
approach. Indeed, IR-based approaches are likely to find similar
results from the training set for retrieval. Nevertheless, as shown
in Table 1, even in retrieval-based mode, Patcherizer outperforms
the baselines.

Third, when a given patch contains tokens that are absent from
both vocabularies of patches and messages, Patcherizer will fail to
generate or recognize these tokens for all tasks.

6 RELATEDWORK
6.1 Patch Representation
There are many studies on the representation of code-like texts,
including source code representation [17, 18] and patch representa-
tion [28]. Previous works focus on representing given patches into
latent distributed vectors. Allamanis et al. [2] propose a compre-
hensive survey on representation learning of code-like texts.

The existing works on representing code-like texts can be catego-
rized as control-flow graph [13], and deep-learning approaches [17,
18, 28]. Before learning distributed representations, Henkel et al. [26]

proposes a toolchain to produce abstracted intra-procedural sym-
bolic traces for learning word representations. They conducted
their experiments on a downstream task to find and repair bugs in
incorrect codes. Wang et al. [69] learns embeddings of code-like text
by the usage of execution traces. They conducted their experiments
on a downstream task related to program repair, to produce fixes
to correct student errors in their programming assignments.

To leverage deep learning models, Hoang et al. [28] proposed
CC2Vec, a sequence learning-based approach to represent patches
and conduct experiments on three downstream patch tasks: patch
description generation, bug fixing patch identification, and just-
in-time defect prediction. Similarly, CoDiSum [74] is also a token
based approach for patch representation that has been used for gen-
erating patch descriptions. CCRep [43] is an approach to learning
code change representations, encoding code changes into feature
vectors for a variety of tasks by utilizing pre-trained code models,
contextually embedding code, and employing a mechanism called
"query back" to extract, encode, and interact with changed code
fragments. Our work improves on these approaches by leveraging
the context around the code change and a novel graph intention
embedding. CACHE [37] uses AST embeddings for the code change
and its surrounding context to learn patch representation for patch
correctness prediction.

The closest to our work is FIRA [15] for learning patch descrip-
tions. It uses a special kind of graph that combines the two ASTs
before and after the patch with extra special nodes to highlight
the relationship (e.g., match, add, delete) between the nodes from
the two ASTs. Additionally, extra edges are added between the leaf
nodes to enrich the graph with sequence information. Our work is
different is many aspects. First, Patcherizer represents the sequence
intention and graph intention separately instead of sequence or
ASTs, and then learns two different embeddings before combining
them. Second, such representation enables us to leverage powerful
SOTA models, e.g., Transformer for sequence learning and GCN
for graph-based learning. Third, our GraphIntention representation
focuses on learning an embedding of intention of graph changes
between AST graphs before and after patching, and not the entire
AST which enables the neural model to focus on learning the struc-
tural changes. Finally, our approach is task-agnostic and can easily
be fine-tuned for any patch-related down stream tasks. We have
evaluated it on three different tasks while FIRA was only assessed
on patch description generation.

6.2 Applications of Patch Embeddings
Patch description generation: As found by prior studies [15, 16],
about 14% commit messages in 23K java projects are empty. Yet
patch description is very significant to developers as they help to
quickly understand the intention of the patch without requiring
reviewing the entire code. Techniques for patch description gener-
ation can be categorized as template-based, information-retrieval-
based (IR-based), and generation-based approaches. Template-based
techniques [8, 12] analyze the patch and get its correct change type,
then generate messages with pre-defined patterns. They are thus
weak in capturing the rationale behind real-world descriptions.
IR-based approaches [28, 29, 44] leverage IR techniques to recall de-
scriptions of the most similar patches from the train set and output
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them as the "generated" descriptions for the test patches. They gen-
erally fail when there is no similar patch between the train set and
the test set. Generation-based techniques [15, 42, 46, 74] try to learn
the semantics of edit operations for patch description generation.
Existing such approaches do not account for the bimodal nature of
patches (i.e., sequence and structure), hence losing the semantics
either from the sequential order information or from the semantic
logic in the structural abstract syntax trees. With Patcherizer, in
order to capture sufficient semantics for patches, we take advantage
of both by fusing SeqIntention and GraphIntention.
Patch correctness: The state-of-the-art automated program re-
pair techniques mainly rely on the test suite to validate gener-
ated patches. Given the weakness of test suites, validated patches
are actually only plausible since they can still be incorrect [19–
21, 51, 62, 63], due to overfitting. The research community is there-
fore investigating efficient methods of automating patch correct-
ness assessment. While some good results can be achieved with
dynamic methods [56], static methods are more scalable. Recently,
Tian at al. [64] proposed Panther, which explored the feasibility of
comparing overfitting and correct patches through representation
learning techniques (e.g., CC2Vec [28] and Bert [14]). We show in
this work that the representations yielded by Patcherizer can vastly
improve the results yielded by Panther compared to its current
representation learning approaches.

7 CONCLUSION
We present Patcherizer, a novel distributed patch representation
learning approach, which fuses contextual, structural, and sequen-
tial information in code changes. In Patcherizer, we model sequen-
tial information by the Sequence Intention Encoder to give the
model the ability to capture contextual sequence semantics and the
sequential intention of patches. In addition, we model structural
information by the Graph Intention Encoder to obtain the struc-
tural change semantics. Sequence Intention Encoder and Graph
Intention Encoder enable Patcherizer to learn high-quality patch
representations.

We evaluate Patcherizer on three tasks, and the results demon-
strate that it outperforms several baselines, including the state-of-
the-art, by substantial margins. An ablation study further highlights
the importance of the different design choices. Finally, we compare
the robustness of Patcherizer vs the CC2Vec and CCRep state-of-
the-art patch representation approach on an independent dataset.
The empirical result shows that Patcherizer is more effective.

Data Availability:Wemake our code and dataset publicly avail-
able at:

https://anonymous.4open.science/r/Patcherizer-1E04
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